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LIST OF ALL PARTIES

All of the Parties are listed on the cover of Appellee's Brief. However, Eric
McTee is not appealing the dismissal of his claim. Thus, the properly named Appellee is
only Lena McTee ("Appellee") for this appeal. Eric McTee's name is only listed in the
caption in this matter to confonn with Rule 24(a)(l) of the Utah Rules of Appellate
Procedure.
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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION

This appeal arises from Plaintiffs' (collectively referred to as "the Mc Tees") suit
against Defendants for negligence following a slip-and-fall accident in which Plaintiff
Lena McTee was injured. The Second District Court entered a judgment and order
granting in part and denying in part Defendant Vv eber County's motion to dismiss and
dismissed this case without prejudice. R. 438-441. This Court has jurisdiction over this
appeal pursuant to Utah Code Ann. §§ 78A-3-102(4) and 78A-4-103(2)(j), which provide
@

this Court with jurisdiction over cases transferred from the Utah Supreme Court.
STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW

I.

Issue:

Did the t1ial court err in partially denying Weber County's Motion to Dismiss
based on its finding that Plaintiff Lena McTee timely filed her notice of claim pursuant to
the Governmental Irmnunity Act of Utah ("the Act")? The trial court found that Ms.
McTee's claim did not "arise" within the meaning of the Act until approximately one
month after the subject accident, based on record evidence indicating Ms. McTee was
unable to ascertain the identity of the at-fault party before that time. R. 438-441 and
Addendum 4 to Appellants brief at 4-5. Accordingly, although Ms. I\1cTee fell and was
injured on January 25, 2012, the court found her notice of claim dated February 7, 2013,
was timely. Id.
Preservation of the Issue:

r:::,

It/ii

1

The Patties preserved this issue, and related evidence, m Defendant \1/eber
County's Ivfotion to Dismiss and Supporting Memorandum, R. 54-84, Plaintiffs
Opposition Memorandum, R. 85-377, and oral argument, R. 457. The district court ruled
on this issue in its Order Granting in Pait, Denying in Pait, \Veber County's Motion to
Dismiss, R. 438-441, and R. 458, at 5-6.
Standard of Review:

""'When reviewing the propliety of a motion to dismiss, we accept the factual
allegations in the complaint as true and interpret those facts and all reasonable inferences
drawn therefrom in a light most favorable to the plaintiff as the nonmoving party."
Russell Packard Dev., Inc. v. Carson, 2005 UT 14, ~ 3, 108 P.3d 741, 743 (citing Krouse
v. Bower, 2001 UT 28, ~ 2, 20 P.3d 895).

"\Ve review the trial court's interpretation of [a statute] for c01Tectness, but
because the determination of what constitutes a reasonable inquiry under [a statute]
depends on the facts and circumstances of the pa1ticular case, we review the trial comt's
detem1ination regarding the reasonableness of the inquiry under an abuse of discretion
standard." Brewster v. Brewster, 2010 UT App 260,

~

14, 241 P.3d 357, 360 (inte1nal

citations omitted). See also Smvyer v. Dep't of FVorkforce Servs., 2015 UT 33,

~

11, 345

P.3d 1253, 1257 (providing mixed questions oflaw and fact that are predominantly "factlike" are reviewed deferentially); Colosimo v. Roman Catholic Bishop of Salt Lake City,
2007 UT 25, , 11, 156 P .3d 806, 810 ("[T]he application of the discovery rule also
'involves a subsidiary factual determination-the point at which a person reasonably
should know that he or she has suffered a legal injury.' Therefore, while we review the
2

comi of appeals' decision for con-ectness, ,ve apply a summary judgment standard of
review to the subsidiary factual detennination, which requires us to 'view the facts and

all reasonable inferences drawn therefrom in the light most favorable to the non-moving
party."').

II.

Issue:
Did the trial comi eIT in finding Ms. :McTee exercised "reasonable diligence"

within the meaning of the Act where the court found it was "not unreasonable" for a
claimant to take approximately one month to identify the entity responsible for a parking
garage which is used by \Veber County, other government entities, and the public? R.

438-441, and R. 458, at 5-6. Plaintiff presented evidence that she acted with reasonable
diligence in asce1iaining the identity of the at-fault pa1iy, including evidence that signs at
the Weber Center clearly stated that \Voodbury Corporation was responsible for leasing
the property and that the Weber Center and its parking structure was used and maintained
by a private entity, namely, the "Vloodbury Corporation." R. 105, and Addendum 7 to
Appellants' Brief.

Preservation of the Issue:
The Parties preserved this issue in Defendant \Veber County's Motion to Dismiss
and Supporting Memorandum, R. 54-84, Plaintiff's Opposition Memorandum, R. 85-377,
and oral argument, R. 457. The district court ruled on this issue in its Order Granting in
Part, Denying in Part, Weber County's Motion to Dismiss, R. 438-441, and R. 458, at 56.

3

Standard of Review:
The same standard of review applies for this issue, as the previously stated issue.

@

®
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DETERMINATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL PRO\t1SIONS .. STATUTES .. MTI RULES

Utah Code Ann. § 63G-7-40 I (I) (2009) provides in pe1tinent pait:
(a) Except as provided in Subsection (1 )(b ), a claim arises when the statute
of limitations that would apply if the claim were against a private person
begins to 1un.
(b) The statute of limitations does not begin to run until a claimant knew,
or with the exercise of reasonable diligence should have known:
(i) that the claimant had a claim against the governmental entity or its
employee; and
(ii) the identity of the governmental entity or the name of the employee.
(c) The burden to prove the exercise of reasonable diligence is upon the
claimant.
[Emphasis added].
Utah Code Ann. § 63G-7-402 (2008) provides:
A claim against a governmental entity, or against an employee for an act or
omission occun-ing during the performance of the employee's duties, within
the scope of employment, or under color of authority, is barred unless
notice of claim in filed with the person and according to the requirements
of Section 630-7-401 within one year after the claim arises regardless of
whether or not the function giving rise to the claim is characterized as
governmental.

5
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A. Nature of the Case
This case arose out of a slip-and-fall accident in which Plaintiff Lena l\1cTee was
injured in the parking garage of the \Veber Center Building ("Weber Center") in Ogden,
Utah, on January 25, 2012. R. 107-112. At the time of the accident, Plaintiff did not
know or have reason to know that Weber County was the entity charged with
maintenance of the attached parking garage. Id.

In fact, Plaintiff believed that the

parking stmcture was owned and operated by a private entity, named the Woodbury
Corporation ("Woodbury") because a sign in front of the parking structure infonned the
public to contact Woodbury Corporation for leasing information, not Vveber County or
any other entity. R. 107-112, also see Addendum 1 to Appellee's Brief. Nothing about
the building or parking structure gave the appearance or informed the public that it was
owned, operated, or maintained by Weber County. R. I 07-112. In fact, the infonnation
available to Ms. McTee at that time suggested the parking structure was owned and
operated by Woodbury Corporation. R. 107-112, also see Addendum 1 to Appellee's
Brief. Moreover, Ms. McTee did not know she had a claim against anyone, whether
government or private entity, until at least February 22, 2012, when she learned from a
\Veber Center employee that the building's owner had been on notice of defects in the
parking structure prior to her fall. Id.
Ms. McTee filed a notice of claim with Vveber County on February 7, 2013. R.
114. Weber County ultimately moved to dismiss Plaintiffs case on the basis that her
notice of claim was untimely because it was filed more than one year after the accident.
6
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In response, Plaintiff argued that her claim did not arise on the date of the accident
because Utah Code Ann. § 630-7-401 provides that the time for filing a notice of claim
does not being to run until the claimant knew or should have known (I) "that the claimant
had a claim against the govenunental entity" and (2) "the identity of the govenm1ental
entity." Utah Code Ann.§ 63G-7-40l(l)(b). The trial comt agreed and found that it was
"not unreasonable" for Plaintiff to take a month or more to identify the entity responsible
for the parking structure, which was used by both government employees and the public.
R. 438-441, and R. 458, at 5-6. \Veber County now appeals that ruling on the grounds
that the trial court erred in denying its motion to dismiss because Plaintiff did not
exercise "reasonable diligence" in asce1taining \Veber County's identity.

Course of Proceedings and Disposition Below
On January 7, 2014, Lena and Eric McTee filed suit against \Veber County and
several other entities involved in the maintenance and ownership of "Vleber Center and its
attached parking garage.

R. 1. Weber County filed a motion to dismiss under Rule

12(b)(6) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure on July 7, 2014, arguing that Plaintiffs had
failed to file an undertaking as required by Utah Code Ann. § 63G-7-601, failed to file a
notice of claim regarding Eric McTee's loss of consortium claim, and failed to timely
submit a notice of claim for Lena McTee. After full briefing and argument, the district
court granted 'Neber County's motion with respect to Plaintiffs' failure to file an
undertaking and submit a notice of claim for Mr. Mc Tee. The comt denied the motion
with respect to Ms. McTee's notice of claim and held the notice of claim was timely. R.
438-441, and R. 458, at 5-6. The comt noted that the parking structure was used by "both
7

public and private entities" and therefore it is not umeasonable that the Plaintiff might
take a month or more to identify the entity responsible for maintaining the parking
structure. R. 439 and R. 458, at 5-6. As such, the District Court denied \Veber County's
motion to dismiss for failure to file a timely Notice of Claim. R. 439 and R. 458, at 5-6.
\Veber County subsequently submitted this appeal.

B. Statement of Facts
1.

On January 25, 2012, Plaintiff and Appellee Lena Mc Tee was employed

with the Internal Revenue Service ("IRS"), whose office is located in the \Veber Center
Building (the "building") at 2380 \1/ashington Boulevard in Ogden, Utah.

See

Declaration of Lena JvfcTee, R. 107-112, attached as Addendum 2.
2.

On said date, Lena took a break from work, exited the building, and sat at a

picnic table inside the parking garage connected to the east side of the building. See id. at

if3.
3.

After her break, Lena walked from the picnic table towards the doors of the

building. See id. at 1 7.
4.

As she walked toward the building, she tripped in a pothole near a support

pillar in the parking garage. See id. at ,r 8.

5.

After the fall, Lena observed several other potholes near the support pillars.

See id. at 19.
6.

Before and after the subject fall, signs at the building stated:

"Vveber

Center-For Leasing Information Call Woodbury Corporation 627-1980 or (801) 4857776." See Photo, R. 112, attached as Addendum 1.
8

7.

Before and after the subject fall, Lena knew that state and federal entities,

including the IRS and \Veber County, rented space in the building; however, she did not
know or have reason to know that \Veber County owned or maintained the adjacent
parking garage. See Declaration of Lena Mc Tee, R. 107-112 at ~,r 11-12, 20-22.
8.

On February 22, 2012, Lena was in her office at the \Veber Center building

when a woman named "Rany" came to her office to talk about the fall. See id. at ,r 10.
9.

Rany told Lena, "I can't believe that you fell. I've been asking my boss for

over a year to fix those potholes." See id. at~ 11.
10.

Rany did not tell Lena who her employer was, and she was not wearing a

badge or uniform that identified her as a Weber County employee. See id. at ~,r 12-13.
11.

Later that day, Lena noticed that the potholes in the parking garage had

been filled with cement and marked with cones. See id. at ,I 19.
12.

At no time before or after Lena's fall did Rany or anyone else ever indicate

who Rany' s employer was or that \Veber County was the owner of or the entity charged
with maintaining the parking garage. See id. at 1 20.
14.

On February 7, 2013, Plaintiffs submitted a Notice of Claim to Weber

County, the Municipal Building Authority of Weber County, the Ogden City Recorder,
and the State of Utah.

See Notice of Claim, R. 114, attached as Addendum 5 to

Appellants' Brief.
15.

On February 12, 2013, Plaintiffs submitted a GRAMA request to the Weber

Center requesting documentation pertaining to the ownership and maintenance of the
building and the parking garage. See GRAMA Request, R. 118.
9

16.

The results of Plaintiffs' GRAMA request consisted of nearly 200 pages of

various documents and diagrams, as well as a document titled "Declaration of
Condominium, The \Veber Center, a Utah Condominium Project" (the "Condominium
Declaration"). See GR.Al\1A Results, R. 121-282.1
17.

The Declaration plainly provides that an entity called the \Veber Center

Condominium Association is responsible for all maintenance of the building's parking
areas.

The Declaration provides that "[tj he Condominium Association shall also

mai1ttain, replace and repair all common parking areas, porches and decks and all

conduits, ducts, plumbing and wiring and other central facilities for the furnishing of
heat, air conditioning, gas, light, power, water and sewer service." See Condominium
Declaration at p. 178, R. 284 and 301, relevant portions of which are attached as

~

Addendum 3 (emphasis added).
18.

The Declaration further sets forth the responsibilities and duties of the

Condominium Association's Management Committee, including "to operate, maintain,
repair, improve and replace the Conunon Area and facilities'' and "to determine and pay
the Conm10n Expenses including expenses of maintenance, repair and replacement of the
Common Areas and Facilities."

The \\Teber Center parking garage falls under the

Appellee has not attached these voluminous documents to her brief, as doing so Vi/Ould
add nearly 200 pages to this memorandum. However, these documents are pai1 of the
record on appeal, and were provided to the Court in the same fonnat they were received
from the Weber Center. The point of including these voluminous documents to the
record is to illustrate the difficulty one would have in ascertaining not only who owned
the parking structure in question, but who was responsible for the maintenance and
upkeep of the structure at the time in question. This task would involve interpretation of
numerous complex legal documents, which even after extensive examination, do not
clearly answer the prior questions.
1

10
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Declaration's definition of "Common Areas and Facilities." See R. 299-300 and 292,
attached as Addendum 3
19.
@

The Declaration does not identify the Condominium Association or its

Management Committee as governmental entities, but it does provide an address for the
Management Committee, which curiously, is a private entity:

Condominium Management Comnlittee

clo I effrey K. V\T oodbmy
Woodbury Corporation
2677 Parleys Way
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109
R. 313-314, and Addendum 3.
20.

Neither The \Veber Center Condominium Association, nor the Municipal

Building Authority of"\Veber County (who Weber County may have been doing business
as), are listed in the Governmental Immunity Act Database, which entities must register
with to be afforded the protections under the Governmental Immunity Act (the "Act"),
including service of Notices of Claim. See Governmental Immunity Act Database Search
~

Results, R. 343-344, attached as Addendum 4.
21.

On or about March 12, 2014, Plaintiffs served Defendants \Voodbury

Corporation and Land of Og, LLC, with a summons and copy of the Complaint.
Plaintiffs subsequently served written discovery requests on Woodbury and the Land of
Og, specifically seeking information regarding who owned, operated, inspected and
maintained the subject parking structure. R. 346.

11

22.

In their response to Plaintiffs' interrogatory, Defendants \Voodbury

Corporation and Land of Og stated that Weber Center Owners Association and/or \Veber
County were responsible to maintain, replace and repair all conm1on parking areas
including the area at issue. See Defendant Woodbury's Answers to Interrogatory, R. 350351.
23.

At this point in time, Plaintiffs decided to move forward with their causes

of action against Weber County and the entities that are apparently associated with it in
maintaining the parking structure.
Plaintiffs served their Complaint on Defendants Weber County and the
Municipal Building Authority of \Veber County on June 18, 2014. See Complaint, R. 17, attached as Addendum 5.
26.

As a result of the fall that is the subject of this action, Lena suffered injuries

to her lumbar spine, her left ankle, both of her knees, and a facial fracture, and incurred
medical bills in excess of $100,000.00. See Complaint at R.3-6, attached as Addendum

5.
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

The Court should uphold the District Court's ruling and hold that Ms. McTee did
not and reasonably could not have known I) that she had a claim for her injuries, and 2)
the identity of the tortfeasor responsible for her injuries, until at least February 22, 2012,
and that she timely filed her Notice of Claim on February 7, 2013. The Govermnental
Immunity Act specifically states that the statute of limitations to file a Notice of Claim
does not even begin to run until the claimant knows or should have known both: 1) that
12

she had a claim, and 2) the identity of the t011feasor. Utah Code Ann. § 630-7-401(1)
The undisputed evidence shows that Ms. Mc Tee did not know that the potential tortfeasor
had knowledge of the dangerous condition on its premises until an employee admitted
that she had told her employer about the potholes.

This conversation occurred on

February 22, 2012.
Fwihermore, 1\1s. McTee reasonably believed that the owner and the entity
responsible for the parking structure was the Woodbury Corporation. The signage in
front of the parking structure specifically told patrons and the public at large to contact
the Woodbury Corporation for leasing information. As such, Ms. McTee reasonably
believed that the liable tortfeasor was not a govemmental entity but a piivate corporation.
More imp01iantly, if the responsible party is Weber County, she did not know that before
February 7, 2012.
Lastly, Appellant's contend that Ms. McTee did not act with reasonable or due
diligence in attempting to ascertain whether she had a claim or to learn the identity of the
tortfeasor. It is important to note that, to date, Weber County has not admitted that they
~

own or are responsible for the parking structure. Nevertheless, it then argues that it was
the Plaintiffs burden, within two weeks of suffering facial fractures and other substantial
injuries, to learn the identity of the o,,vner of the parking structure and/or the entity
responsible for the maintenance of the parking structure.

\Vh.ile recovering from her

injuries, Ms. McTee did find signage in front of the parking structure identifying
Woodbury Corporation as the lessor of the property. From that point on, Ms. McTee
reasonably believed that the Woodbury Corporation was responsible for the parking
13

structure. To rule in favor of the Appellant in this matter would be to hold that the
Plaintiff knew or should have known on the date she ,vas injured that she had a claim and
who the claim was against. This would effectively eviscerate the discovery rule in Utah's
Governn1ental Inununity Act. Furthe1n1ore, such a conclusion is not supported by the
facts, especially when the facts are to be constmed in favor of the Appellee. For these
reasons, the District Comt found that it was reasonable for the Plaintiff to take a "month
or more to identify the entity responsible for maintaining the parking structure." R. 439.
The District Court went on to hold that the Plaintiffs Notice of Claim was therefore
timely when it was filed on February 7, 2013, and denied Weber County's 11otion to
Dismiss. For these same reasons, this Court should uphold the District Court's decision.
ARGUMENT

I.

Plaintiff's Claim Did Not Arise Against \\Teber Countv Until She Knew or
Should Have Known Both that She Had a Claim Against a Governmental
Entitv and the Identity of the Governmental Entitv.
The Governmental Immunity Act of Utah provides that claims against

governmental entities are barred unless the injured person files a notice of claim with the
appropriate entity within one year after the claim arises. Utah Code Ann. § 63G-7-402.
A claim arises when the statute of limitations that would apply if the claim were against a
private person begins to mn. Utah Code Ann. § 63G-7-401(1)(a). The Act contains a
statutory discovery rule which provides:
(b) The statute of limitations does not begin to run until a
claimant knew, or with the exercise of reasonable diligence
should have known:
14

(i) that the claimant had a claim against the governmental
entitv or its employee; and
(ii) the identity of the governmental entitv or the name of
the employee.

@

Utah Code .Ann. § 63G-7-40l(l)(b) (emphasis added).

Thus, a claim against a

govenunental entity does not necessarily arise on the date the claimant suffers an injury.
Rather, the claim arises-and the time for filing a notice of claim begins to run-only
when the claimant knows or should have known ( 1) that she has a claim against a
governmental entity and (2) the identity of that governmental entity. See id.
A. Plaintiff Did Not Know She Had a Claim Until At Least Februarv 22,
2012.

Under Utah law, one does not have a claim or cause of action for premises liability
unless or until the plaintiff can show that the defendant had notice of the hazardous
condition. See Hale v. Beckstead, 116 P.3d 263, 266 (Utah 2005) (quoting Restatement
@

(Second) of Torts § 343) (stating that "a possessor of land is subject to liability for
physical harm caused to his invitees by a condition on the land if, but only if, he (a)
knows or by the exercise of reasonable care would discover the condition"). Plaintiff did
not know that the owner of the Weber Center had notice of the pothole at issue until
February 22, 2012, when Rany told her that Rany's boss had been aware of the potholes

~

for sometime prior to the Plaintiff's fall. Prior to this conversation, Plaintiff did not know
that the building's owner had notice of the condition, or that Plaintiff had a premises
liability claim. Plaintiff did not seek out legal representation until after February 22,
2012, because of this fact. Once Plaintiff became aware that the entity responsible for the
15

parking lot knew of the potholes before she fell, she began looking for an attorney to
pursue her claim.
Because Plaintiff did not know she had a premises liability claim against Weber
County or any other Defendant named in her Complaint until Febmary 22, 2012, the time
period to file her notice of claim could not have begun to run before that date. See Utah
Code Ann.§ 63G-7-401(1)(b). Since Plaintiff served her Notice of Claim on February 7,
2013-within one year from Feb1uaiy 22, 2012-Plaintiff's notice was timely.
B. Plaintiff Did Not Know or Have Reason to Know She Had a Claim
Against a Governmental Entitv or the Identitv of the Governmental Entitv
Until Some Time After the Accident.

The Act's statutory discovery rule clearly states that the time pe1iod to file a notice
of claim does not begin to run until the claimant "knew or with the exercise of reasonable
diligence should have known ... the identity of the governmental entity." Utah Code
Ann. § 63G-7-401(1)(b)(ii).

Ms. McTee did not know who was responsible for the

parking structure attached to the \Veber Center

\7'1hen

she fell, and to this date, it still is

not clear who owns, inspects, or maintains the pai·king structure. Weber County cannot
rude behind the veil of multiple legal entities (i.e. The Weber Center Condominium
Association, ai1d/or The Municipal Building Authority of \Veber County, who it may
have been doing business as) and its relationship with the \Voodbury Corporation (who
publicly directs the leasing of the \Veber Center), and then argue that Plaintiff should
have known who ~wned and maintained the parking structure attached to the Weber
Center beginning immediately on the date of the subject accident.

16
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The Utah Court of Appeals addressed an issue similar to the one at hand in Bank
One Utah, NA. v. West Jordan City, 54 P.3d 135 (Utah Ct. App. 2002). 2 In early March
1999, a fiber optic conduit was installed in front of the building owned and occupied by
Bank One in \Vest Jordan, Utah. Id. at 136. The city of \Vest Jordan was required to
mark its utility lines prior to the installation of the conduit. Id. However, the city was
negligent in marking its sewer line, and as a result, the construction company chilled into
the sewer line.

Id.

A few days later, Bank One began to notice problems with its

plumbing and rep01ied the problems to Vvest Jordan. Id.

On March 15, 1999, a city

representative inspected the line and was unable to identify a malfunction. Id. Finally,
on March 22, 1999, Bank One hired a private contractor who was able to identify the
punctured line. Id.

Bank One met with the city and the construction company, both

denied responsibility, and Bank One was forced to have the sewer line repaired at its own
expense. Id.
Bank One sued the city and construction company on September 27, 1999, and the
city asserted that Bank One had failed to file a notice of claim as required by the
iiP

Governmental Immunity Act. Id. Bank One then filed its notice of claim on l'v1arch 22,
2000. Id. The trial court granted the city's motion for summary judgment, holding Bank
One's cause of action arose on March 15, I 999, when its toilets first began to
malfunction, and therefore, Bank One's notice of claim was untimely. Id.
2

At the time the Court of Appeals issued the Bank One decision, the Utah Governmental
Immunity Act did not contain a statutory discovery rule. In response to Bank One, the
Utah Legislature amended the Act in 2004 to incorporate the statutory discovery rule.
See Cedar Professional Plaza, L.C. v. Cedar City Corp., 131 P.3d 275,277 fn.1 (Utah Ct.
App. 2006).
17

Bank One appealed the issue of "whether the one-year period in which Bank One
was required to file its notice of claim with \Vest Jordan began to mn when the injury
occmTed, i.e., when the toilets first malfunctioned, or at some later date." Id. at 13 7.
This Court held:
Obviouslv, a partv cannot have a legitimate claim against
a governmental entitv until it is aware that the
governmental entitv's action or inaction has resulted in
some kind of harm to its interests. Onlv then does it have
not just a gripe against parties unknown~ but a "claim"
against a particular governmental entitv.

Id. at 137-38 (emphasis added). The Court found that on 11:arch 15, 1999, Bank One had

~

reasonably assumed that the problem with its restroom was the result of clogging or some
internal plumbing problem.

Id.

On that date, Bank One had no reason to link its

malfunctioning toilets to construction on a public street and had absolutely no reason to
suspect that the city had been negligent in marking the sewer lines. Id.

Bank One's

claim did not arise until March 22, 1999, when a private contractor identified the

(;)

punctured sewer line and the city denied liability during a meeting with Bank One. Id.
Thus, this Comt held that Bank One's notice of claim was timely filed on March 22,
2000. Id.
Like Bank One, Ms. McTee did not know who was responsible for maintaining
the parking structure and did not have a legitimate claim against any entity until at least
February 22, 2012. In fact, prior to February 22, 2012, Plaintiff only had a "gripe"
against an unknown entity, not a "claim" against a ''particular governmen.tal entity."
Bank One Utah, N.A., 54 P.3d at 137-138 (emphasis added). There was no way for her to
18
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know who she had a claim against within those few days following the incident while she
recovering from her multiple injuries. If anything, the signage around the parking lot told
her that her potential claim was against the Vvoodbury Corporation, not a governmental
entity.

Accordingly, she could not know who her potential claim was against

immediately following the incident and her Notice of Claim dated February 7, 2013, was
timely and served within one year of the earliest date that Plaintiffs' claim could have
arose.

II.

Plaintiff Presented Sufficient Evidence from which the Trial Court Correctly
Concluded that Plaintiff Acted \Vith Reasonable Diligence to Ascertain the
Identity of the At-Fault Partv and that Her Notice of Claim was Timelv Filed
Within One Year of the Date on \Vhich Her Claim Arose.

\Veber County argues that the trial court erred in denying its motion to dismiss
because Plaintiff did not present evidence that she exercised "reasonable diligence" to
ascertain the identity of the entity responsible for maintenance of the parking structure. It
does not appear that the Utah Appellate Courts have addressed the issue of what
constitutes "reasonable diligence" under the Governmental Innnunity Act; however, the
courts have addressed the meaning of that term as it pertains to procedural rules, fraud
claims, and other types of claims not present here. These cases generally appear to define
"reasonable diligence" as a "fair degree of diligence expected from someone of ordinary
~

prudence under circumstances like those at issue." Cameo Const., Inc. v. Utah Baseball
Acad., Inc., 2010 UT 63, 119, 243 P.3d 1269, 1274 (Utah 2010)(quoting BLACK'S LAW
DICTIONARY

523 (9th ed. 2009)). Thus, the determination of whether the discovery rule

applies to a specific case is heavily dependent on the facts surrounding the incident. See
19

Colosimo v. Roman Catholic Bishop o_f Salt Lake City, 2007 UT 25, , 11, 156 P Jd 806,
810 (providing application of the discovery rule involves a subsidiary factual
detennination). In this case, within the first two weeks of the incident, Ms. :tv1cTee had
searched the parking lot and found the sign that stated that the \Voodbury Corporation
was the lessor of the prope1iy. Therefore she reasonably believed at that point that the
potential tortfeasor was not a governmental entity.
In contrast, the Appellant relies on several inapplicable cases to conclude that Ms.
McTee should have done more within the first two weeks of her injury to detemline that
Weber County was responsible for the parking structure.

First, Appellant refers to

Canico Construction, Inc. v. Utah Baseball Academy, Inc., 243 P.3d 1269 (Utah 2010),
which is a case where the Utah Supreme Court held that an attorney, not the "claimant,"

@

should have filed a motion to disqualify a judge in a more timely manner. Utah Code
Ann. §. 63G-7-401(1). As the Appellants state in its brief, the Utah Supreme Court held
that the attorney's failure to perform adequate research and relying on the excuse that he
did not know what to do until he attended a random CLE, did not satisfy the reasonable
diligence requirement of filing a motion to disqualify as soon as one becomes aware of
the basis for disqualification. Furthermore, the attorney in the Cameo conceded that he
knew of the disqualifying facts for several years before filing the motion to disqualify.

Id. at

1 19.

In this case, McTee did not know who was responsible for the parking

structure, and definitely did not know within two weeks of the incident.
Appellants also rely on Jackson Construction, Co. v. ]\!Jarrs, 100 P.3d 1211 (Utah
2004). In that case a plaintiff failed to take adequate steps to try to personally serve a
20
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complaint when it only sent one letter to one address for the defendants before moving to
serve the complaint by publication. In reaching its holding, however, the Utah Supreme
Court stated that "[t]he diligence to be pursued and shown by the affidavit is that which is
reasonable under the circumstances and not all possible diligence which may be
conceived." Id. at if 19. In the first t,vo weeks after she fell, while recovering from her
injuries, Ms. McTee did investigate the parking structure and did find signage that lead
her to believe that the \Voodbury Corporation maintained the property. During the first
month after the fall she also conducted her own investigation and attempted to take
pictures of the potholes before they were covered up. R. 109, Addendum 2. In this
regard, the District Court held as follows:
As I have reviewed the pleadings and considered the arguments, my best
view of this case is that the notice of claim was timely filed. Since the
Court, in its view, does not find it reasonable that circumstances at issue
here would have alerted Ms. McTee of the possibility of a claim against a
governmental entity immediately after her injury on January 25, 2012.
Even setting aside time for ameliorative convalescence, the Weber Center
and its parking garage is populated by both public and private entites.

'iv

~

It is not unreasonable for this Court to consider that it could have taken
nearly a month to ascertain who exactly served as the entity responsible for
the maintenance and upkeep of the parking garage. Therefore, the Court
determines that the one-year limitations period for filing a notice of claim
commenced as of February 22, 2012, and that the notice of claim filed on
February 7, 2013 was timely.
R. 458 at 5-6. Unlike the pruties in the Jackson Construction case, Ms. McTee acted with
reasonable diligence for the first month following her fall, especially considering that she
was injured.

21

Lastly, Appellant relies upon O 'Dea v. Olea, 217 P .3d 704 (Utah 2009). In that
case, the Utah Supreme Court held that a umnarried, paternal father waived his right to
challenge the adoption of his child because he knew of a "qualifying circumstance" under
Utah Code Ann.§ 78-30-4.14. The fact that Ms. Olea told Mr. O'dea that "I am in Utah"
(with residence in state as a "qualifying circumstance" under that statute) placed Mr.
O'Dea on "inquiry notice" that :Ms. Olea was in fact residing in Utah. Id. at ,r 43. In the
present case, Ms. McTee did not know that Weber County maintained the parking
stmcture. The Appellants cite th.is case for the proposition that "whatever is notice
enough to excite attention and put the party on his guard and call for inquiry, is notice of
everything to which such inquiry might have led." Id. at 40. The only notice available to
Ms. McTee was a sign that told her to contact the Woodbury Corporation, not Weber

@

County. Within the first two weeks, nobody told Ms. McTee that Weber County
maintained the property, so, she cannot be expected to know that fact within that time
frame.
In contrast, in a case of first impression, Robinson v. lvforrow, 2004 UT App 285,
99 P.3d 341, (Utah Ct. App. 2004) this Court held that the discovery rule applies in
situations where the identity of the defendant is unknown to the plaintiff. On October 7,
1995, a letter was sent to Robinson's friends and neighbors which accused him of
molesting his step-children. Id. at 342. At the time, Robinson admittedly expected that
his sister, Morrow, was responsible for writing the letter. Id. Robinson subsequently
asked his other sister and Morrow's attorney to ascertain the identity of the writer, but
they were unable to do so. Id. at 343. He also attempted to identify the writer by
22
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searching the telephone directory and contacting the telephone company. Id. Robinson
did nothing for two years, until his nephew infom1ed him during the fall of 1997 that
I\1orrow wrote the letter.

Id.

Hm~1ever, Robinson did not feel his sixteen-year-old

nephew was a credible ,:vitness and took no action against Morrow at that time. Id.
Robinson did nothing for another three years. Id. Finally, in October 2000-five years
after the letter was sent to Robinson's friends and neighbors-Robinson's other sister
confinned that Morrow did, in fact, write the letter. Id. Robinson filed suit in Febmary
200 I alleging libel, intentional infliction of emotional distress, and invasion of privacy.
@

Id.

The Utah Court of Appeals held that the discovery rule operates to toll a statute of
limitations in cases where the defendant's identity is unknown to the plaintiff. The Court
noted:
We simply see no legitimate reason why the principles of equity that
protect a plaintiff who is initially unaware of an injury should not similarly
be extended to protect a plaintiff who is initially unaware of the identity of
the tortfeasor. In cases of intentional concealment, the desirability of
extending the discovery rule to such situations is even more compelling.
To hold otherwise would be to create a perverse incentive for tortfeasors to
actively conceal their involvement from their victim as a means of avoiding
liability. Such a result simply cannot be countenanced.
In short, we think it clear that a plaintiff who is legitimately ignorant of the
tortfeasor's identity lacks the ability to effectively prosecute a civil suit.
This ignorance would severely hamper that plaintiffs ability to prepare for
trial.
Id. at 345. The Court found that Robinson acted reasonably in taking a few steps over a

lengthy period of five years in his attempt to ascertain the identity of the defendant. Id. at
346.
23

In the present case, the issue revolves around whether Ms. McTee acted
reasonably in ascertaining the identity of the entity responsible for the parking structure
within a much shmier time frame-less than two ,:veeks from the date of her accident-so
as to toll her time for filing a notice of claim. However, much like the situation in the
Robinson case, Ms. McTee inquired of co-workers and discussed the matter with them,

such that an unknown employee named Rany came to her on Febmary 22, 2012 and
admitted to her that she had told her boss that there were potholes long before the subject
incident. At that point, one could argue that Ms. McTee was at least aware that she had a
claim (because the tortfeasor had notice of a dangerous condition on its premises), but
she still was not aware of who owned or who was responsible for the parking structure.
In that regard, she had found the sign indicating that the Woodbury Corporation was the

@

lessor of the property and reasonably believed that Woodbury was therefore responsible
for the parking stmcture.
Vveber County has attempted to conceal its identity as the entity responsible for
the Weber Center parking structure through its association with various private business
entities, including Woodbury Corporation, the Weber Center Condominium Association
and others. Ms. McTee presented evidence to the trial court that she sought out and
found the signage surrounding the Weber Center. This sign instructed the public to seek
out leasing information from the Woodbury Corporation, not Weber County. There were
no signs or other bases from which to learn that Weber County has any interest or control
over the parking structure. In fact, Weber County and the other parties involved in this
case went to great lengths to muddy the waters about who owned, operated, controlled
24
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and managed the Vveber Center and its parking structure. See Addendum 3 and R. 121282, and Statements of Fact 16-19 above.
Even after receiving documentation in response to a GRAMA request, it was still
not clear who owns, inspects or maintains the parking stmcture. Nearly 200 pages of
documents were produced in response to the Plaintiffs GRAMA request for information
regarding who owned and who was responsible for the parking structure, which included
a "Special WaiTanty Deed" (signed by \Voodbury and conveying to Land of Og), a "Quit
Claim Deed" (signed by Woodbury and conveying to Land of Og), a "Deed of
Reconveyance", an "Agreement Respecting Development, Sale and Lease Agreement"
and an "Addendum to Agreement", a "Declaration of Condominium, The \Veber Center"
(which appears to identify The Condominium Association as the party responsible for
maintaining the parking structure), and a "Settlement Agreement" (between Ogden City,
Ogden City Redevelopment Agency, \Veber Center Condominium Association and
Weber County). As part of these documents, numerous lengthy legal descriptions of
property were produced, which, if a lay person could decipher may have told the Plaintiff
IJ.)

who owned and rented which parcels at or near the Weber Center Building. But these
documents certainly would not have been received and interpreted by the Plaintiff within
two weeks, even if she were to send her GRAMA request on the day she was injured.
Nevertheless, these documents failed to provide any clear indication of who was
responsible for the parking lot at the time in question. To date, neither \Veber County,
nor any other defendant in this case has identified the documents that placed
responsibility for the parking structure with Weber County. Weber County has presented
25

no evidence to the Courts to show that Ms. McTee should have known that \Veber
County was responsible for the parking stmcture. There are no affidavits, documents or
any evidence that the Appellants point to stating that Weber County is responsible for the
parking stmcture, or that Ms. :tvkTee should have known that ·weber County was
responsible for the structure. Curiously, to date, Vveber County has not indicated that they
in fact owned, maintained, or were in any way responsible for the parking structure in
question.
Much like the situation that occmTed in Bank One, Plaintiff Lena McTee had no
reason to know that a governmental entity's action or inaction had caused her hann on
the date of the subject incident, January 25, 2012.

Although Plaintiff knew that

governmental entities, including her employer, the IRS, occupied office space in the
building, she did not know who owned or maintained the building or the parking garage.
The Appellant suggests that Ms. McTee did nothing to discover who owned or
maintained the property. This is not the case. Ms. McTee, in her injured state looked for
and found the signage identifying Woodbury Corporation as the lessor of the property.
Morevoer, Ms. McTee spoke with co-workers about the potholes to try to find out if
anyone knew about the potholes. Because of these conversations, an unknown employee
of the entity who was responsible for the parking lot admitted to her that she had told her
boss about the potholes long before the subject incident. At this point in time, February
22, 2012, it could be argued that Ms. McTee had some notice that she had a claim against
some entity who knew they had a dangerous condition on their property. However, she
still did not know who that entity was.
26
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Appellant contends that Ms. Mc Tee had the oppmtunity to know the facts constituting
her claim. Appelllant Brief at 23.

However, Vveber County has not identified what

documents or infon11ation she was supposed to find to tell her that \Veber County was the
party responsible for the parking structure.

\Veber County has not identified one

document that states that they are the party responsible for the parking structure, yet in
the same breath it says that Ms. McTee should have known it was \Veber County that was
responsible. A quick perusal of the documents obtained through Plaintiffs GRAMA
request shows that there was no quick or easy answer to that question. See R. 121-282.
The Appellants' argument in this case, if upheld by this Comi, would eviscerate
the discovery 1ule that was placed in the Governmental Immunity Act by the Utah
legislature. Utah Code Ann. § 63G-7-401 ( 1). "The statute of limitations does not begin

to run until a claimant knew, or with the exercise of reasonable diligence should have
known" that she had a claim "against the governmental entity'' and "the identity of the
governmental entity." Id. (emphasis added). The Appellants in this case urge the Court to
hold that Ms. McTee knew or should have known that she had a claim against a
l@

governmental entity and the identity of the governmental entity on the day the accident
occurred. In this case, there are no facts that support that conclusion. Thus, if this Court
were to overturn the District Court's order in this case, it would also be writing the
discovery rule out of the statute. For these reasons, the Distiict Court's ruling must be
upheld.

III.

None of the ""'eber Countv" Defendants Are Protected Under the Utah
Governmental Immunitv Act.
27

In her memorandum in opposition to \Veber County's motion to dismiss, Plaintiff
argued that the \Veber Center Condominium Association and the Municipal Building
Authority of \Veber County are not protected under the Act because they were not
registered with the Governmental Immunity Database. 3

The Act states that a

governmental entity shall register with the Governmental Immunity Database and may
not challenge the validity of a notice of claim if the en-or was caused by the governmental
entity's failure to file with the Governmental Immunity Database. Utah Code Ann. §
630-7-401(5) and (7). Neither The Weber Center Condominium Association nor The
Municipal Building Authority of \Veber County are registered with Utah's Governmental
Immunity Database. See Addendum 4. Indeed, these entities, as well as \Veber County
mingled themselves with private entities (if not private entities themselves), and should

•r··i

no longer be afforded the protections of the Act. See Addendum 3, and Statement of Fact
No. 19. These entities cannot claim e1Tor with the Plaintiffs' Notice of Claim, because
they are not entitled to the protections of the Act. '''eber County, by its own admission,
and as evidenced by its own documents, was doing business under different names,
including as a "Condominium Association." As such, "\.Veber County itself cannot claim
the protections of the Act when it is doing business in this ma1TI1er and under different
3

In addition, Plaintiff also notes that the \Veber Center Condominium Association is not
a "governmental entity," which is defined by the Act as "the state and its political
Nor is The \¥eber Center
subdivisions."
Utah Code Ann. § 630-7-102(3).
Condominium Association a "political subdivision" under the Act. Utah Code Ann. §
63G-7-102(7). In fact, The Weber Center Condominium Association is made up, at least
in part, of private entities, such as The Land of Og. See Addendum 3 at Sections 2.10
and 2.23. Therefore, the Act does not apply whatsoever to The Weber Center
Condominium Association or any of the other entities that have now identified
themselves as part of Weber County in this litigation.
28
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names. As such, the protections of the Act should not be afforded to the Appellants.
I\1oreover, Weber County cannot expect that the Plaintiff should have known that it was
doing business under these names, and this Court should find that this is yet another
~

reason why the time for filing Plaintiffs notice of claim was tolled.
CONCLUSION

Plaintiffs claim against Weber County did not arise on January 25, 2012, the date
of the accident in question, because Plaintiff had no reason to know at that time that the
Vveber Center and its parking structure were owned or operated by Weber County. To
rule othe1wise would eviscerate the Governmental Immunity Act's discovery rule.
Rather, Plaintiff's claim arose sometime thereafter, most likely when she was put on
inquiry notice as to the existence of her claim during a conversation with a building
employee on February 22, 2012, as found and ordered by the District Court.
Based on the foregoing, Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court affinn the
District Court's partial denial of \Veber County's motion to dismiss.
DATED this 11 th day of September, 2015.

C. Ryan Christensen (Utah 9546)
SIEGFRIED & JENSEN
5664 South Green Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84123
Phone: (80 I) 266-0999
Email: ryanc@sjatty.com
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ADDENDUM#2

DECLARATION OF LENA MCTEE

C. Ryan Christensen (Bar No. 9546)
SIEGFRIED & JENSEN
5664 South Green Street
Murray, Utah 84123
Telephone: (801) 266-0999
Facsimile: (801) 266-133

1:yanc@sjatty.co111

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF
\VEBER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

LENA MCTEE AND ERlC MCTEE,

DECLARATION OF LENA MCTEE

Plaintiff,

vs.
Case No. 14-0900148
THE WEBER CENTER CONDOMINIDM
ASSOCIATION, THE MUNICIPAL
BUILDING AUTHORITY OF WEBER
COUNTY, WOODBURY CORPORATION,
LAND OF OG, LLC, WEBER COUNTY and
DOES I-X,

Judge Hon. Michael Direda

Defendants.

I, Lena K. McTee, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state as follows:
1.

I am over 18 years of age, and have personal knowledge of the facts set forth

herein and am competent in all respects to give the following testimony.
2.

On January 25, 2012, I was returning from a smoke break outside of my office at

the Weber Center (the "building") in Ogden, Utah, when I tripped in a pothole.
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3.

During my break, I sat at a picnic table inside the parking structure that is

connected to the east side of the building.
4.

I generally did not sit at the picnic table during my smoke breaks because I

generally took my breaks next to an ash tray that was located in a different patt of the parking
structure.
5.

When I exited the building for my break, I immediately turned left to walk to the

ash tray where I generally took my breaks. However, I was unable to take my break next to this
ash tray because, to the best ofmy memory, the ash tray was not there.
6.

So, I walked from the prior location of the ash tray to the picnic table inside the

parking structure.
7.

After my break, I walked from the picnic table towards the doors of the building.

8.

As I walked back towards the building, I tripped in a pothole near the pillars for

the parking structure.
9.

After I fell, and received aid from other onlookers, I looked back and saw several

potholes in the area where I tripped.
10.

Almost a month later, on February 22, 2012, I was in my office with the IRS (in

the Weber Center) when a lady named "Re;1y" came to my office and talked to me about the fact
that I had fallen in the parking lot.
11.

Rany specifically said to me that "I can't believe that you fell. I've been asldng

my boss for over a year to fix those potholes."
12.

Rany was not wearing any shirt or badge that would identify her as a Weber

County employee.

2
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13.

To this day, I am not aware of who Rany works for or who her boss was at the

14.

When this conversation took place on February 22, 2012, my co-worker Mary

time.

Ann Woodbury also overheard the entire conversation.
15.

Later that day, I went to lunch with my friend Ramona Roach.

16.

After we exited the doors to the parking structure, I told Ramona that I wanted to

take pictures of the potholes. I realized that I did not have my cell phone, so Ramona suggested
that we get lunch, and then stop by my house to get my phone so I could take the pictures.
17.

When we got in Ramona's car, we noticed Rany standing behind a nearby wall,

and would have been able to hear our entire conversation.
18.

-

~

Ramona and I then went to my house, where I got my phone so that I could take

pictures of the potholes. We then went to lunch, and later retumed to work.
19.

When we anived at the parking structure, all of the potholes were filled with

cement and there were cones around the area.
20.

At no time did Rany ever indicate to me that she was with Weber County or who

her employer was; however, she did state that she had told her boss to fix the potholes more than
a year before I fell.
21.

Fmihennore, at the time I foll in the parking lot there was a sign at the Weber

Center indicating that potential tenants were to contact the Woodbury Corporation for leasing
infonnation. A picture of that sign is attached to this declaration as Exhibit 1.
22.

As such at the time I fell, I believed that the Woodbury Corporation owned and

operated the Weber Center and the attached parking structure where I fell. I did not know that

3
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Weber County owned, operated, maintained or controlled any portion of the attached parking
structure where I fell.
23.

I declare, ce1tify, verify, and/or state, under criminal penalty of the State of Utah

and pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 78B-5-705, that the foregoing is true and correct.

DATED this~ day of July, 2014.

~-L-tamd
LenaMcTee
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DECLARATION OF CONDOMINTIJM
THE WEBER CENTER,
a Utah Condominium Project

THIS DECLARATION OF CONDOMINIUM for THE WEBER CENTER, a Utah
condominium project ("Declaration") is made and executed by the M1JNICIPAL BUILDING
AUTHORITY OF WEBER COUNTY, UTAH, a Utah nonprofit corporation, and LAND OF
OG, L.L. C., a Utah limited liability company (hereinafter collectively referred to as
11
Declarant 11 ) , pursuant .to the pr6visions of Title 57, Chapter 8, Utah Code Annotated, as
amended.

1.

RECITALS.

1.1
Declarant holds both legal and equitable title to the real property located in the
County of Weber, State of Utah, hereinafter more particularly described, upon which
Declarant desires to develop a commercial use condominium project.
1.2
The covenants, conditions and restrictions contained in this Declaration and in
the Exhibits hereto shall be enforceable equitable servitudes and shall run with the· land.

1.3
Recorded simultaneously herewith is a record of survey map of the Project as
requhed by the Act (as hereinafter defined).
1.4
All capitalized terms used in this Declaration shall have the definitions as set
forth herein.
1.5

2.

The Project shall be known as The Weber Center.

DEFIN1TIONS.

2.1
Unless the context clearly indicates otherwise, certain terms as used in this
Declaration and the foregoing Recitals shall have the meanings set forth in this Section 2.
2.2
Act shall mean the Utah Condominium Ownership Act (Title 57, Chapter 8,
Utah Code).
2.3
Amendment shall mean any amendment to this Declaration made in accordance
with the Declaration and the Act.
2.4
Building shall mean building(s) which are-part of the Project, as described in
Section 3.2.

~·_.-E:;
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2.5
Common Area Manager shall mean the person, firm or company designated by
the Condominium Association to manage, in who]e or in part, the affairs of the Condominium
Association and the Project.
2. 6
Common Areas and Facilities sha11 mean all portions of the Project other than
the Units, as described in Section 6.1 hereof. The undivided interest in the Common Areas
and Facilities appurtenant to each Unit is based upon the square footage of such Unit as
described in Section 6.2 hereof and is set forth in Exhibit A hereto.
11

11

2. 7
Common Assessments shall mean those assessments described in Section 21 to
fund the Common Expenses, and include Regular Common Assessments, Special Common
Assessments and any other assessments levied by the Condominium Association .
2. 8
Common Expenses shall mean all expenses of the administration, maintenance,
repair, or replacement of ·the Common Areas and Facilities and all other expenses
denominated as Common Expenses by this Declaration or by the Act.
2.9
Common Expense Fund shall mean one or more deposit or investment accouots
of the Condominium Association into which are deposited the Common Assessments.
2.10 Condominium Association shall mean The Weber Center Owners Association,
an unincorporated association of Owners, organized for the· purposes set forth in this
Declaration.
2.11 Condominium Bylaws shall mean the Bylaws of the Condominium Association,
a copy of which is attached hereto as Ex-hibit "C 11 , as amended from time to time.

2.12 Condominium Management Committee shall mean the Condominium
Management Committee of the Condominium Association, elected in accordance with this
Declaration and the Condominium Bylaw9.
2.13 Cost of Living Index shall mean the Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage
Earners and Clerical Workers: U.S. City Average, All Items 1967 = 100 compiled by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, United States Department of Labor. The Index for December
1982-1984 is the reference base index. Declarant may select any other comparable index
which measures changes in the cost of living.
2.14 Dec]arant shall mean the Municipal Building Authority of Weber County, Utah
and Land of Og, L. L. C,, a Utah limited liability company or· any successor in interest as
defined by the Act. The Municipal Building Authority of Weber County, Utah shall have the
sole authority to exercise any and all Declarant rights with respect to the Units which it owns
and Land of Og, L. C. shall have the sole authority to exercise any and all Declarant rights
with respect to the Units which it owns.
~
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2.15 Declaration shall mean this Declaration of Condominium, and all amendments,
modifications and supplements hereto.
2.16 Developmental Rights shall mean the right under the Act to exercise any of the
rights set forth in Section 11 hereof.
2.17 Limited Common Areas and Facilities shall mean a portion of the Common
Areas and Facilities allocated by the Declaration or the Act, and as may be shown on the
Map, for the exclusive use of one or more, but fewer than all, of the Units.
2.18 Map shall mean the Record of Survey Map of The Weber Center recorded in
the office of the County Recorder for Weber County, State of Utah, a reduced copy of which
is attached hereto as Exhibit 11 B 11 , as it may be amended from time to time pursuant to this
Declaration and the Act.
2.19 Mortgage shall mean any mortgage, deed of trust or other security instrument
(including the seller 1 s rights under a contract for deed) by which a Unit or any part thereof
or interest therein is encumbered. A First Mortgage is a Mortgage having ptjority as to all
other Mortgages encunibering a Unit or any part thereof or interest therein.
2.20 Morteagee shall mean any person ·or entity named as the mortgagee, beneficiary
or holder of the seller's interest under any Mortgage by which the interest of any Owner is
encumbered, or any successor to the interest of-such person under such Mortgage. A First
Mortgagee shall mean any person or entitt holding· a First Mortgage including any insurer
or guarantor of a First Mortgage.. Any_ and. al.J Mortgagee protections contained in the
Declaration shall also protect the DecJarant as the holder· of a First Mortgage of a Unit or any
interest therein.
2.21

Qg sha11 mean Land pf Og, L.L. C. ,· a Utah limited liability compa.ryy.

2.22 Og Unit shall mean each of Units A-2, A-4, B-1, C-1, C-2, and C-3. Provided,
however, that each Og Unit acquired by Weber shall automatically become a Weber Unit.
2.23 Owner shall mean any person or entity, including Declarant, at any time owning
a Unit or an interest in a Uni; within the Project (including, to the extent permitted by law,
those purchasing an interest pursuant to a contract for deed who have given written notice of
their purchase and a copy of their contract to the Condominium Association.) The term
"Owner" shall not refer to any Mortgagee, unless such Mortgagee has .acquired title for other
than security purposes.
2.24 Project shall mean the Property, the Units, the Common Areas and Facilities and
all improvements submitted by this Decl~ation to the provisions of the Act.
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2.25 Property shall mean that certain real property situated in the County of Weber,
State of Utah, more particularly described in Section 3 hereinafter, on which the Units and
other improvements are located.
2.26 Regular Common Assessments shall mean the annual assessments levied by the
Condominium Association to pay the budteted Common Expenses.
2.27 Special Common Assessments shall mean assessments which the Condominium
Association may levy from time to time, in addition to the Regular Common Assessments,
for unexpected Common Expenses or other purposes as provided herein.
2.28 Supplemental Map shall mean any amendment to the Map made in accordance
with this Declaration and the A.ct.
2.29 Total Votes of the Condominium Association shall mean the total number of
votes appertaining to all Units, as described in Section 9 hereof.
2.30 Unit shall mean a physical portion of the Project designed for separate ownership
and occupancy as described in Section 5 hereof and shall include both Weber Units and Og
Units.
2.31 Unit Number shall mean the number, letter or combination of numbers and
letters that identifies only one Unit in· the Projeet. The Unit Number shall consist of two
alphabetic or numeric characters representing the floor number and the Unit location.
2.32

Weber shall mean the Municipal Building Authority of Weber County, Utah.

2.33 Weber Unit shall mean each of Units A-1, A-3, B-2, B-3, C-4, C-5, C-6, D-1,
and E-1. Provided, however, that each Og Unit acquired by Weber shall automatically
become a Weber Unit.
3.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPERTY AND THE IMPROVEMENTS.

3.1
The Property on which the Units and improvements
Weber County, Utah and more particularly described as follows:

are located is ·situated in

A part of Lots 2, 3 and 4, Block 31, Plat 11 A", Ogden City Survey, Weber

County, Utah:
Beginning at the Southwest comer of Lot 2, running thence North 0°58'00 11 East
309 feet 2 inches, more or less, (311.426 feet) along the West line of said Block 3 I to
a point 46 feet (46.01 feet) North 0°58' East from the Southwest corner of said Lot 4;
thence South 89 °02 East 150 Feet (150. 09 feet); thence North 0 58' East 62 feet
(62,02 feet); thence South 89°02 East 44 feet (44.03 feet); thence South 0°58' West
108 feet (108.03 feet) to the North line of said Lot 3; thence South 89°02' East 134.89
1

O

1
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feet 134.97 feet) along said North line of Lot 3 to a point 1.6 feet North 89°02 1 West
of the Northeast corner of said Lot 3; thence South 0°58' West 49,672 feet (49.687
feet); thence South 89°02' 16 East 1.60 feet to the East line of said Lot 3; thence South
0°58 West 40.5 feet (40.512 feet); thence North 89°02' West 1.60 feet; thence South
0°58' West 174.5 feet, more or less (175.223 feet) to the South line of said Block 31;
thence North 89°02' West 328.4 feet, more or less, (329.07 feet) along said South line
of Block 31 to the point of beginning.
11

1

3.2
The initial improvements will consist of a building containing -three (3) stories
and a basement level and containing fourteen (14) Units, together with the adjoining parking
structure which contains three (3) stories and includes Common Areas and Facilities and one
(1) Unit (collectively the "Building"); The buiJding has two underlying structural
components. The north two-thirds is comprised of concrete deck on concrete pan joists
supported by concrete beams and columns with four levels. The south one-third is a concr~te
composite .deck over structural ste~l joists and steel beams and columns with three levels.
There -is an expansion joint separating the two structural designs. The building exterior
features the use of a limestone wainscot and other limestone features, EIFS with stone
embedment, medium bronze window frames and tin~ed glazing. The interior- features a
rectangular atrium rising four floors and is covered with a skylight. Two stainless steel
elevator doors with a stone surround are also part of the ~trium. The parking structure -is a
post-tensioned concrete structure with three levels and accommodates ~pproximately 250 cars.
The entire south face and part of the east face have been finished with limestone and EIFS
matching the materials and colors on the building. The Building is supplied .with telephone,
·
electricity, water, and sewer servi~e.
4.

SUBMISSION TO ACT.

Declarant hereby submits the Property, the Building ar:d all other.improvements thereon
to the provisions of the Act. All of said Project is and ~,all be.held, convey~d, hypothecated,
encumbered, leased, subleased, rented, used and imp:oved :-ts ~ condominium. project. All
of said Project is and shall be subject to the covenants) conditions, restrictions, uses,
limitations and obligations set forth herein, each and all of-which are declared and agreed to
be for the benefit of said Project and in furtherance of a plan for improvement of said-Project
and division thereof into Units; further, each and all of ~he p;-ovisions hereof shall be deemed
to run with the land and shall be a burden and a benefit to the Declarant, the suc~essors and
assigns of the Declarant, and any person acquiring, k;:, ~ing, :7ubleasing or owning an interest
in the real property and improvements comprising t~1e :Project, their assigns, lessees,
sublessees, heirs, executors, administrators, devisees ~, :1d s ,~cessors.
5.

DESCRIPTION OF UNITS.

The boundary lines of each Unit are as set forth c:1 the ~fap. Each Unit consists of the
area measured vertically from the top of the concrete ; CJO, · ~ the top of the finished ceiling.
Horizontally, each Unit shall be measured from t:1'.: ')uts:, ·e of a wall facing on interior
common area space, from the middle of a wall adjoin!':?, anc,·.her interior Unit wall and as to
-E; 1461·168 BK :t.853 PG168
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exterior walls from the hidden (unexposed below the paint) surface of the dry wall enclosing
a Unit. All portions of doors are included and interior surfaces of windows are also included.
The interior surfaces of windows mean the points at which such surfaces are located when
such window is closed. Each Unit shall include both the portions of a building that are not
Common Areas and Facilities within such boundary lines and the space so encompassed,
excepting Common Areas and Facilities. Without limitation, a Unit shall include any
finishing material applied or affixed to the interior surfaces of the interior walls, floors and
ceilings; non-supporting interior walls; and all utility outlets, fixtures or appliances found
within the boundary lines of the Unit and servicing only t'.·!at Unit. Notwithstanding the fact
that they may be within the boundaries of the Unit, t:1e fc 1lowing are not part of any Unit:
bearing walls, floors, ceilings (except the interior fin: s!:ed ~.urfaces thereof) and roofs (except
the interior finished surfaces thereof), foundations, ceiling equipment, tanks, pumps, pipes,
vents, ducts, shafts, flues, chutes, conduits, wires 2.nd ofr:er utility installations, except the
outlets thereof when located within the Unit. The MZ'.l) and/or Exhibit "A II hereto contain the
Unit Number of each Unit in the Project.
6.

DESCRIPTION AND OWNERSHIP OF CO?v:\10>T AREAS AND FACILITIES.

6.1
The Common Areas and F2cilities shali :-2:: :--.nd include the Property on which
all Units are located and all portions of the Proj _:, ·:t 1~ .. t included as part of any Unit,
including, but not by way oflimitation, the found?.~; --n: c<umns, girders, beams, supports,
exterior and bearing walls, roofs, halls, corridors, (·: :··/at0~ ~, stairwells, lobbies, fire escapes
and entrances and exits of the buildings; the groun,~ls, r;;creational facilities, if any, and
parking areas in the Project, designated as part of th~ Co:mnon Areas and Facilities on the
Map; the areas used for storage of j1nitorial su;"\· 'ies ·;.nd maint~nance equipment and
materials; installations of all central services, includirr po•.·,.~r, light, gas, hot and cold water,
heating, ventilating and garbage collect;c,n; ianks, p-.•r--·:s, n-1tors, fans, ducts and, in general,
all apparatuses and installations exis:ing for c:nnnc-·· :sc: :-JI utility pipes, lines or systems
servicing the Units; all ducts, flues: ~huk.'?, wires, ~ -··•.ju; - and other accessories and utility
installations to the outlets used th::=·:ew: ~h; 211 or·. - ~);1 ·· s of the Property necessary or
convenient to its existence, mainten::-::1ce rnd safety, • r n· : rnally in common use, or which ·
have been designated as Common Arez~s and FacilitL·., on 1·-~ Map or any amended Map; and
all repairs and replacements of any cf tl-i: foregoing. Tn t:·: event of a conflict between this
Declaration and the Map, the provisicrns cf the De.:.~ ·~1tic shall control.
!"

6.2
The undivided interest =:: ·!1-:: C::nm:o-- .:-~·:~ · :;ppurtenant to each Unit in the
Project is set forth in Exhibit A a:::-t·:- :•j !~::-:-~to~· ·: i·: · ~.;;ed upon the square footage of
each Unit and shall not be altered e·, -:~;:: ··.:ith the-. ·· ;-:::;-· :s written consent of all Owners
expressed in an amendment to thisT·:-~:-,-::c.~ion duly r· ~ore' :_ Except as otherwise provided
in this Declaration, or where incon< ::~;:' wi ~h t:1c · .: c ;1e Project, any Owner shall be .
entitled to non-exclusive use of the :-:-:--.:·!·-:10:1 Ar,_...~. (ot' · :- than Limited Common Areas
associated with any Unit) in any m?:· ·· c: :'nt ~:•x2 :·.
i r·
·· or encroach upon the rights of
other Owners and is not contrary tr: ~tny rule, :d ~;ulations promulgated by the
Condominium Association.
11
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12.9 Nothing shall be .J x.
~i·:•·
Facilities or·any part thereof \.•:.i.·
:" ~l:;: i·.
Project or any part thereof) n:x :.;!.~;] · · ' .. ::;;: b~ C: ·,
increase the rate of insurance on th:: J?r. : ~- : c:- ~.r1 y r:c ·: :.h·
Association, but for such acti\·ity: v.··
;··: _·, ·.:::·h •1t
Condominium Management Co:-;:rn~:·c'.::. ~ · · ::<.·..; s:·.: :, :.·<: -·
Common Areas and Facilities o:· ar.: : ···. ·
·: \'. · · · · ·::
or rule, ordinance, regulatio:1, :· ::·;·•
·-1e:_:.r
governmental body. No dan-:~'? =·· '..
part thereof shalt be commit 1.·~:.
Owner, and each Owner shall i:·. :v-·
Owners harmless against all Jo:::. r:.
his guests, 1essees, licensees o::- ir:\·>·::· ·
1

1

,. :-

12.10 No Owner shall ,·io1·.·.,.
Common Areas and Facilities:::.~ acl;·· · ·
13.

CONDOMINIUM

in the Common Areas and
· .. :ion of the insurance on the
.·~pt in any Unit which would
.f over what the Condominium
prior written consent of the
· ··::. or kept in any Unit or in the
'. be in violation of any statute
:1posed requirement -of any
· ;-; Areas and Facilities or any
·,:::, licensee or invitee of any
··:um Association and the other
;e or waste caused by him or

r:s for the use of Units and
:. e Condominium Association.

As•:: _r··· --

· ~IN1UM

MANAGEMENT

COMMITTEE

The persons or e:·.:::i .. ··
an unincorporated association ;;·,:,1.l :·.
are determined by the Act, th:·. l".'.l :., · ·
which contracts shall be en ten.'. ; n·
disposed of, bank accounts sl1~; ! t-~: ··.-Condominium Management c-- ::~~:
Owners in the manner speci.::: ..
Bylaws, is: The Weber Center :.:·

,t_ -

13.1

1

•

4

.,J:.·.'.

:i ~ · . t l

r; ..

. r~-~- ...

,.. , ..

'.

.)l·"

:·~rence the Owners constitute
:.terist~c~ and nature of which
;ilium Bylaws, The name in
· acquired, held, dealt in and
0rought and defended by the
'...,~half of, or as agent for the
.1 and/or the Condominium
©

13.2 The management .. :;
affairs of the Condominium A.:: :r.· <·
Committee consisting of tv,.,r (2_
Condominium Management C _;, :~
Bylaws. So long as Weber ar:
Management Committee shall ·
member shal] be elected so] e1: · ·
1
:·

13.3

The Condominie:'
responsibilities as are now or r
Condominium Bylaws, includi,

13.3.1
Tc
operation and maintenan

'

,•,'

:: •

:l'
)I :

·,nd the administration of the
, Condominium Management
:'d not be Owners. The
· ·vided in the Condominium
-,~mber or the Condominium
Jf Weber Units and one (1)

--ve all the powers, duties and

.\ ct, this Declaration and the
··d regulations covering the
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~1 · -

accountants, attorneys o:- ci:
reasonable compensation tk

~

. -~·~··.

-~rove and replace the Common

13.3.3
Areas and Facilities.
13.3.4

·~nager or managing company,
~:nd to pay to said persons a

To clet: :·:~<-·::: :: ~: p2y t:-:~·
·:.·" r,: -~- .

of maintenance, repair Z'.:-:;:: : ·

~:.::ir;i;

->

1; ; '

:•::m "Expenses including expenses
- ·•. Areas and Facilities.

·::·.: .~Jl1:·_: · ·· · · ·:ortionate share of Common
:-, ereinafter.

T') ~~::·. ··
13.3.5
Expenses from the Owners, :.

13.3.6
TG en:_ r ... : C.':;1~c:·: ·. -~:-~--~: ·, leases and/or other written
instruments or documents ar: : to :-_-_,._ ;-;c:-ize t:; :: :::~:e: ..:·.: :ion <l:nd delivery thereof by the
appropriate officers.
Too:~:__·
13.3.7
and to designate the si ~ ··:~·:: .. · -

13.3.8
To pu:· ~ :1.:·
more Units in the name of t:
13.3.9

To br>·g,

Condominium Association a:··:

13.3.10
respect to the Units 2 )·,(:
compensation insurance·.

t!·,:

-,.y.- ·· ·. ;11ortgage or lease any one or
,)n or its designee.
·- ;·:--::3·.. cut:~
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:--:1dominium Association with
cilities, as well as worker's

-if

.. ·.:-.2'.
· -. -

1
. ·:

13.3. -13

:t: e

1

·:· ·.J

13.3.11
or a permanent taking b :-' ~t·. :· -- ·:m·,:· :· · -~ -- • :-i ~ \
an action or deed in Ii ~>1 i c ~ : ·;, , · · · ·· ; :i ·.
from the provisions of ~> ~ /
13.3.12
on behalf of the Owne: ~, >:::
management of- the bt;>;:L_
Condominium Manager:<·:.~ :
without limitation furn: ·.:
and offlee supplies.

: the Condominium Association

-· ··

.:n:

. _..

-~>:lowing damage or destruction
ture of eminent domain or by
::_: > ·~ in the removal of the Project

~

•

1

•• -,

·-~c,:.: ... :· J sell or otherwise dispose of,
to or convenient to the
r· · · t:c,minium Association and the
·· :ion of the Project, including
· · --~ance equipment, app1iances

.-· rT.· ·· :::c~ssary

· :- ·ls.
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,,-1:(} ~\,
(£1~7~

__.,"

/

· :y : ·· the operation and maintenance
13.3.14
of the Project, including '.he :·: :~. c. ·.z'":~-~:e :. :-:-.. :~·;::; < :: s of any Unit if the same is
necessary to protect or pr~ser· : :.~ ~: ;·:r,:,_: _c:.

13 .4 Members of the Co;·/·· mi :fr;: :rt ?.- 1"ar::.i:,~·:··. c.nt Committee, the officers and any
assistant officers, agents and ernp: .-~-'cc·::: c ~ t'.c, C=<·: : :;1in:1.;r:1 Association (i) shall not be
liable to the Owners as a resu]t (,:~ ti::.::;:- x:: .:iti·~- ,-,. sur'i for any mistake of judgment,
negligence or otherwise, except fc; ~:iei r (' -"i-: -. .-il1 :··_:: :< su :~c: ~ict or bad faith; (ii) shall have
no personal liability in cor~::·;rt: ~: · · v:-··=- ··:·
··:.r- _?erson or entity under any
agreement, instrument or tr2:·.:::?-.:·:ir · : · ~ ··
r; behalf of the Condominium
Association in their capacity ~L'. >:c'!- · .. · :'... <·:' -~--: · :· er~ ·: :-1l liability in tort to any Owner
or any person or entity, direct er i:·.· -~•~::-~·-: .. by .1ir
~ 2.c:.:. ~)erformed by them, except for
their own willful misconduct orb(',, ~':_:.:.,_ ··_e,r :-o:-- :. --· :y·:-f :·rt-:.d for them in their capacity
as such; and (iv) shall have r:o ;~·:·~ . · ··. ,_ :. · ·::i~ '.'- y E. < : · r_-~! ·. -A the use, misuse or condition
of the Property, which might;:~~;_··.-·-~--':~~ :~cs·,._: ::·:;i~ ~ c-r imputed to them as a result
~r by virtue of their capacity 1~: .'T =:· .
1

1
•• :(·.

•

13.5 The Owners s1·.·::: :_. _:
·:: any person, his heirs and
personal representatives, fro ..,·. : :<
· · · and all expenses, including
attorneys' fees, incurred or ::t\ ·}:>~
· ". ~ttlement of any threatened,
criminal, administrative or
pending or completed action s _1;t c ··
··· ··, ·.v;···
,: ,·.:.: ·~·:therpersons or entities, to
investigative, instituted by any rii ...
which he shall be or shall be: th:·~·-: · · ,·.
:)'.'· ::7a-·. · ·. :- ·t: · ,· ~J reason of the fact that he is
:.. :cu-,~ ,}::-.1~· .·:· ·. . -~ .1·. ·.; L:ee or an officer or assistant
or was a member of the Ox;:~. :··
t;t" ··. ,·,ther than to the extent, if any,
officer, agent or employee of t:E c· :<\<r.··
· · · ··
that such liability or expen'.' .•
:·ii'.
:;:-ul misconduct or bad faith,
provided that in the case of:: · :: _'._ ·.
· ·.; ··: ·. · ·. :.fanagement Committee shall
l.
have approved the settlement. -.._ ·-.-:
·J ·,mably withheld. Such right
of indemnification shall not ~1c ·: ·:::'
=~- rights to which such person
· ,:_:·:-mers or the Condominium
may be entitled as a mattez -~·;( :: ·
· - : ; - --, '._-,y the Owners as contained
Management Committee or ot>:·..:•··
.
~.-c·
...
herein shall be paid by the C: ;·. : · · ·
:-\: ·:ee on behalf of the Owners
::!1d collected as such.
and shall constitute a Cornn-: ": _,. .
1

· · · ·:,--:· -·<

1

1

·:

1
,. •

••

=

14.

MAINTENANCE, AL':·

14.1 The maintenan--_· ·. ·· · · ·
shall be the responsibility of·_·- .., :>
Common Expense. The Con.:,:·
common parkif\g areas, pore:.:::· ~'.
other central facilities for tl: :·. : :
and sewer service.· All incid, .~:-.: •
and repairs of the Common r'.
and the cost thereof charged :. : ·:
1

3552 96 .006(REA L)

,: · · · C _)mmon

Areas and Facilities

· · ·! the cost thereof shall be a

•

-,1·

-·.

--: :~1tain, replace and repair all
·s, plumbing and wiring and
· g, gas, light, power, water
· ,e maintenance, replacement
· ··; shall be repaired promptly
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the right to utilize the space comprising the Encroachment. The Owner or occupant of Unit
A-2 shall be entitled to occupy and utilize the space comprising the Encroachment unless and
until the elimination or removal of such space is required or the use is otherwise precluded
by the lawful owner of the surface property. In the c.'ent the elimin.ation or removal of such
space is required, the Owners will treat such expei~se as a Common Expense and will share
in the cost thereof in accordance with Section 21 j1ereof. The Owner or occupru:it of Unit A-2
agree to hold harmless, indemnify, protect and defend the state of Utah and/or Ogden City,
their officers, employees and agents against any and ,Jl liability for injuries and damages to
the general public or to the Owners, their tenants, e;;:::,Joyees, agents, subcontracting guests,
third parties or otherwise incident to or resulting frnm any and all use, possession or
occupancy by Owner or occupant of the U.nit A-'2. This Section 22.4 shall be a covenant
running with the land and shall not .be amended ·.vit:·.~ •1t the approval of Ogden City.
22.5 Each Owner shall have the right to ir:rre~s and egress over, upon and across the
Common Areas and Facilities as necessary for acc~ss to the Unit he is occupying and to any
Limited Common Areas and Facilities appurtenant t0 ::is Unit, and shall have the right to the
horizontal, vertical and lateral support of J::s Unit.

22.6 The Condominium Association s~12'1 : ?.v·~- 1.n easement to make such use of the
Common Areas and Facilities as may be ne:es:<-1:·:· -.•· ,~onvenient to perform the duties and
functions that each is obUgated or permitted to 1>.:rfomi pursuant" to this Declaration,
including, without limitation, the right to co:1s:r rt ~:·'i maintain in the Common Areas and
Facilities for use by the Owners, the Condo:111 ni r-: . ~. ssociation.
1

1

22. 7 All conveyances of Units w:!hin :l~e :)reject hereafter made, whether by
Declarant or otherwise, shall be construed to r ~a;1; and reserve such. easements as are
provided herein, even though no specific r~fe;-~:·,,: ·.: ~. · ':uch easements appears in any such
conveyance.

23.

NOTICES.

Any notice permitted or required to be deli Vt':·::·:! as provided herein may be delivered
either personally, by first class mail, by e:,-:· ;-:ss 1-· cj: l i·•: overnight courier service providing
proof of delivery, or by telecopy or facsi ·.1i :.~· ·: · · ·.~: ssion. Notice to Owners shall be
addressed to each Owner at the addres~: ,.;._._-.
·1ch Owners to the Condominium
Management Committee as applicable for tIL' r-·-1: !' ,_ .. service of such notice or to the Unit
of such Owner if no such address has i:~e11 ~; ~ ..,,,:·:·. to the Condominium Management
Committee. Notice shall be deemed given whe:1 : •::'.;;~·:y received if personally delivered or
sent by overnight courier; if faxed, when the fa~~ i ') :·e:·_:ived, except that if the fax is received
at a time other than the normal btisiness h•YJL: c :· · ·. - :~ :flee at which it is received, on the
next regular business day; and if by mail, t ~ ····'.rr _·· ·_ .- ·.~e day actually received or the third
'· ·
· tates Mail, properly addressed and
business day after the notice is deposi tcd ::.
postage prepaid. Such address may be c'--.~-- _:·
· · ·'. to time by notice in writing to the
Condominium Management Committee ac~
1

1
~
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Condominium 1\-rz~::agec:ent Committee
c/o Jeffre::,.1 :: . \\'oo.:::-,ury
Wood:_)·_::·~:' Co:· ::ici r:-: ! : .:in
2677 :;:;-:";;:".:/3 \1'/~:/

Salt Lake C;:y:
24.

li\~1

~Al09

NO WAIVER.

The failure of the Condo:11iniu1~1 \f~<r 0:•,-~F:nt r::cimmittee or their agents or designees
to insist, in one or more instances, ·.'.:'·•·" ::·,c:·. ··;-:-:·' ;ierformance of any of the terms,
covenants, conditions or restrictiom .-,:- : .:- :::.-. -. -: ··· · -n, or the· Condominium Bylaws as
applicable, to exercise any right or t"·: :: i.: ,· · :· ·. · . _. ,tained or to serve any notice or to
institute any action shall not be constn1·~•:i , ,· ·: ,.-. :, .. 1r a relinquishment for the future of
such term, covenant, condition or restrictioi~; but suc;1 t.:rm, covenant, condition or restriction
shall remain in full force and effect. The rece:pt 2:1d acceptance by the Condominium
Management Committee or its agent or dcs:gnec of t;1e payment of any assessment from an
Owner with knowledge of the 0reach c/· ,,, .. , r",•:-·::~--: 1-,ereof shall not be deemed a waiver
of such breach, and no waiver by the C,;:· ,: - -- :-.
· ·· '~:sement Committee of any provision
1
hereof shall be deemed to have bee:i
·· ·
:-·2ssed in writing and signed by the.
Condominium Management Committc ':.
!.

25.

EN"FORCEMENT.

25.1 All Owners, guests or les~ee:: · :~ -:-!:: C-·.-:~--·•·, ind persons under Owner's control,
shall strictly comply with the rrovisk'.'· ~ ,-.-· r~e r'.:-.c- 1---·~tion, the Condominium Bylaws, if
applicable, and the rules and w·u!2ticw:· :,· , ·?c.· - · :~ued pursuant thereto. Failure to so·
comply shall be grounds for: (i) ar'. ?.·~ · ·
· ''. - - : ms due for damages or injunctive
relief or both, maintainable by the C .. •.> ·· ;· ·.; :. /·. ·.agernent Committee or its agent or
designee on behalf of the Owners, or in ::-:'.: : ·::· r\·:· ··>· · ::8.se, by an aggrieved Owner; and/or
(ii) the Condominium Management C_·.m-< '. ~·.c ~, i: --~ose monetary penalties, temporary
suspensions of an Owner's right to the us~ ·_<· :1 Tjr-. :t or i.he Common Areas and Facilities, or
h2s been given notice and has h_ad an
other appropriate discipline so !ong 2.s '.l
opportunity to present a wrirren 0r ,- ··: · · ,:,l ~:· · :'.
the charges in a hearing. The
;te
· :-,ether the Owner's defense shall be
.Condominium Management Cc·.mi'.'.· ·
oral or written. After the h1.~ai··11g. :-..
,. ·
·.-,linary action is taken, the Owrier
shall be notified of the deci:-:on c-i·
:n Ma'nagement Committee. The
Condominium Management Committc: :.-- · ··c Manager, the power and authority
to carry out disciplinary actions duly i. -:
1' :·

- ·

•• :_

( : · • ...,.. -

The Condominium Assnc:~:,:•...
forfeiture of an Owner's rig1~t. tit]~ ~~- :.
failure to comply with the pre)•. c:ior .~
ec.
Project except pursuant to:
25.2

25.2.1

355296. 006(RP.A L)

The r.1dgr:.

empowered to cause the absolute
?roject on account of the Owner's
r the rules and regulations for the

, ·,r '. ·:.
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STATE OFFICES

I

ADMIN

COUNTIES

I

CITIES & TOWNS

I

SCHOOL DISTRICTS

.

·-···--- -- · - - · ................ .,.... .

I

CHARTER SCHOOLS

Entity

I

....... .

. ... . v

......

··

SERVICE DISTRICTS

City

· "'- -

.....

....

. . . ,~

. . ,._,..,_, ..._... _

;;~b;·r-- --------- ···

'

- ~~~~-~9~-~l

County

Central Weber Sewer Improvement District

Ogden

South Weber City

Sou1h Weber Davis

South Weber Water Improvement District

South Weber Davis

Taylor-West Weber Waler Improvement Dist

Ogden

Weber

Weber Area Dispatch and 911 Emergency Services District Ogden

Weber

Weber Basin Water Conservancy Districl

Layton

Davis

Weber County

Ogden

Weber

Weber County Mosquito Abatement District

Ogden

Weber

Weber County Serv. Area #5 (Liberty Park)

Liberty

Weber

Weber County Serv. Area 116 0/V. Warren Park)

Ogden

Weber

Weber Fire District

Farr West

Weber

Weber Human Services

Ogden

Weber

Weber School District

Ogden

Weber

Weber-Box Elder Conservation District

Ogden

Weber

West Weber Sanitary Sewer System

West Haven

Weber

West Weber-Taylor Cemelery Malnt. District

Ogden

Weber

Weber
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.ADDENDUM#5

COMPLAINT

C. Ryan Christensen (Bar No. 9546)
SIEGFRIED & JENSEN
5664 South Green Street
Mw-ray, Utah 84123
Telephone: (801) 266-0999
Facsimile: (801) 266-133
ryanc@sjatty.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF
WEBER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

LENA MCTEE AND ERlC MCTEE,
Plaintiff,

vs.
THE WEBER CENTER

CONDO:M1N1UM ASSOCIATION, THE
MUNICIPAL BUILDING AUTHORJTY
OF\VEBERCOUNTY,WOODBURY
CORPORATION, LAND OF OG, LLC,
WEBER COUNTY and DOES 1-X,

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

COMPLAINT
(fier 3)

Ci-vilNo.:
Judge:

Defendants.

Plaintiffs, Lena McTee and Eric McTee, by and through cow1sel of record, C. Ryan

Christensen of Siegfried & Jensen, hereby complain against Defendants, and allege and seek relief as
follows:

0356

PARTIES
1.

Lena and Ede McTee (hereinafter "Lena" and "Eric~') are residents of Weber County,

State of Utah.
2.

Based upon information and belief, The Webe1· Center Condominium Association

("Condominium Association'') is a Utah corporation doing business in Weber County, State of Utah.
3.

Based upon info1111ation and belief, TI1e Municipal Building Authority of Weber

County, Utah ("MBN') is a Utah corporation doing business in Weber CoW1ty, State of Utah.
4.

The Woodbury Corporation ("Woodbmy") is a Utah corporation doing business in

Weber County, State of Utah.
5.

Land of Og, LLC (''Og'') is a Utah Limited Liability Company doing business in

Weber County, State of Utah.

6.

Weber County is a governmental entity organized under the laws ofthe State of Utah,

VENUE/JURISDICTION

7.

The incident giving rise to this claim took place in Davis County, Utah.

8.

Plaintiffs have complied with the requirements of the Utah Govermuental Immunity

Act, UTAH CODE ANN.§ 63G-7-101, et seq.
9.

This Courthasjurisdictionin thi.s action pursuant to UTAH CODE ANN.§ 78A-5-102;

and UTAH CODE ANN.§ 630-7-501.

2
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10.

Venue is proper before this Court pursuant to UTAH CODE ANN.§ 78BN3N307; and

UTAH CODE ANN. § 630- 7-502.

11.

Pursuant to Rules 8(a) and 26(c)(3) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, this matter

falls Tier 3, and discovery should be conducted pursuant to Tier 3.
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

12.

Plaintiffs, by and through this reference, hereby incorporate all preceding paragraphs

as if fully set forth herein.

13.

This action al'ises as a consequent of an incident that occu11·ed 011 January 25, 2012

while Lena was on a break from work.
14.

On said date, Lena was in the underground pa.ricing lotofthe Weber Center located at

23 80 Washington Boulevard in Ogden, Utah,

15.

After completing her break, Lena used a designated walkway to return to work at her

job with the IRS.

. -,A

\.)JI

16.

While using the walkway, Lena slipped and fell in an icy pothole.

17.

Upon inf01mation and belief, Defendants knew or should have known of the pothole

and the ice that had accumulated in their covered parking area.
18.

Defendants owed a duty to Lena to provide a reasonably safe premise for her to both

enter and exit her place of employment.

19.

As a result ofDefenda11ts' breach of this duty, Lena sustained significant injuries to

3
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hel' back, her left ankle, both lmees and the right side of her face.
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
(Negligence as to all Defendants)
20.

Plaintiffs, by and tlu·ough this reference, hereby inco1pomte all preceding paragraphs,

as if fully set forth herein.
21.

Defendants owed a duty to provide a reasonably safe premise for its business invitees,

including Plaintiff Lena McTee.
22,

Defendants breached that duty when they knew 01· should have lmown of hazardous

co11ditio11s which existed at the subject location.
23.

Defendants breached their duty of reasonable care owed to Plaintiffs, and acted

negligently and recklessly by the following acts and/or omissions:

a.

Failure to properly fill the pothole;

b.

Failure to maintain and prevent foe from forming h1 a covered parking lot;

c.

Failure to remove accumulated ice;

d.

Failure to properly inspect, repair, and verify that the premise was free of
hazards;

e.

Failure to adequately warn and/::1r protect pedestrians from the danger
presented by the ice and/or po tho le; and

0359

f.

Other acts of negligence that rnay be discovered during the course of

discovery.
24.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' negligence, Lena was seriously

injured and incurred damages and will continue to incur damages in the fature, which include, ,but
are not limited to, pain and suffering, past and futrre medical expenses, and past and future wage
loss and loss -of earning capacity.

SECOND CAllSI( OF_ACTION
(Loss of Consori:ium)
24.

Plaintiffs, by and through this reference. hereby inc01:porate all preceding paragraphs,

as if fully set forth herein.
25.

As a further direct and proximate rr-su 1t ~' f Defendants negligent acts and/or omissions

and recklessness, Lena McTee suffered significant, perm.anent, disabling, and debilitating iitjuries

that have substantially changed Ms. McTee's lifestyle ?nd prevented Ms. McTee from performing
her job and caring for her family.
26.

As a direct and proximate result of Dc·:-::ndant's negligent acts and/or omissions and

recklessness, Eric McTee, has lost the love, society, co1:1~-,,mionsbip, and consortium ofhis wife, and
he has had to caxe for and provide for hi.s wjfe, as we] l. as perform the daily chores and tasks that his

wife normally performed in their househbld.

0360

27.

As a direct and proximate result ofDefendant,s negligent acts and/or omissions and

recklessness, Plaintiff Eric McTee asserts his loss of consortium will continue in the future and will
cause him to suffer a loss in an amount to be established at trial.
DAMAGES

28,

Plaintiff, by and through this reference, hereby incorporates all preceding

paragraphs, as if fully set forth herein.
29.

As a direct result of the subject incident, Lena McTee sustained inju1ies, including

but not limited to:

26.

a,

Dental damage including a loose bridge and abscessed tooth;

b.

Lumbar spine injury requiring surgical intervention;

c.

Ankle sprain;

d.

Knee pain;

Medical specials currently related to the subject incident and injuries sustained

thereill exceed $104,000.00. Lena also expects there will be ongoing treatment which will be
proven at trial.
3 0.

Plaintiff has also i11clU'red a loss of income as a result of her injuries and need for

ongoing medical treatment which ctm·ently exceeds $17,000. Plaintiff believes that her
continued pain will result in an impairment of her future earning capacity as well as reduced
opportwtlty for future employment.

..
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31.

All of the afore-mentioned damages were proximately caused by the Defendants'

negligence.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
BASED UPON THE FOREGOING, Plaintiffs pray for a judgment against Defendants as
follows:
1.

For economic damages in a11 amount to be determined at trial;

2.

For non-economic damages in an amou11t to be detennined at trial;

3.

For l'easonable attorney's fees ru1d costs, as pem1itted by law;

4.

For pre- and post--judgment interest; and

5.

For such further relief as the Court deems appropriate.

DISCOVERY TIER ELECTION

Plaintiff specifically elects to pursue their lawsuit lmder Tier 3 discovery.
DATED this~ day ofJanuary, 2013.
SIEGFRJED & JENSEN

Plaintiff's address:
c/o Siegfried & Jensen
5664 South Green St1·eet
Salt Lake City, UT 84123
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